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DMC 2013-004  APPLICATION FOR PLANNING PERMISSION 
 
Application No:  12NP0108 
 
Proposed Development:  Construction of additional car parking area to create a 

further 40 No. parking bays at Housesteads Visitor 
Centre, Haydon Bridge, Hexham, Northumberland, 
NE47 6NN 

 
Applicant Name:  Northumberland National Park Authority 
 

1.  Proposal and Background 

1.1 The application is being determined by the Development Management Committee as 
the applicant is Northumberland National Park Authority. 
 

1.2 The application seeks permission for the creation of an additional parking area for use 
by visitors to the National Park, Information Centre and Housesteads. The car park will 
create 40 additional spaces.  

 
1.3 In 2010 an assessment was carried out to assess the level of use of the existing car 

park. This assessment demonstrated at peak times that people were unable to find 
spaces. Four new spaces were created in June 2010, however a further 20 spaces 
were identified as being required. 

 
1.4 The proposed works will comprise the excavation of a currently grassed area to 

provide a flat surface which is level with the existing car park, repositioning of an 
existing stone wall and tarmacing of the newly created surface. 

 
 
2.  Planning Policy 

 
2.1 Northumberland National Park Local Development Framework Core Strategy and 

Development Policies Development Plan Document: 
 

Policy 1:  Delivering Sustainable Development; 
Policy 3:  General Development Principles; 
Policy 14:  A Sustainable Local Economy; 
Policy 15:  Sustainable Tourism & Recreation Development; 
Policy 18:  Cultural Heritage; 
Policy 20:  Landscape Quality and Character. 

 
Supplementary Planning Guidance:  

Design Guide 
Landscape 
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3.  Planning History  
 
3.1 Applications 11NP0028 and 11NP0046:  

Construction of additional car parking area to create a further 40 No. parking bays. 
Withdrawn following advice from English Heritage regarding the need for an 
archaeological evaluation to be carried out of the site.  

 
 
4.  Consultations/Representations 
 
4.1 Bardon Mill Parish Council:  No comments received; 
 
4.2 NNPA Archaeologist: Possible Archeological constraint, advises a condition to 

ensure a watching brief is carried out during construction; 
 
4.3 NNPA Ecologist: The Ecologist has no ecological objections to this application.  

Technically the area that the car park is proposed to expand into is within the Roman 
Wall Escarpments SSSI as only the area covered by the existing car park is excluded.  
The Ecologist does however consider that there would be no significant effect on this 
geological SSSI as the area for expansion is already road verge with none of the 
features of interest. 

 
4.4 NNPA Landscape and Forestry Officer: The proposal is associated with existing 

infrastructure, takes advantage of existing screening, is set slightly down into the 
surrounding topography it will not have a significant impact individually or cumulatively 
(with the existing car park), on the landscape character or views of this part of the 
National Park. No objection to this application; 

 
4.5 NCC Highways:
 

  No comments received; 

4.6 NNPA Access Officer: The Access Officer has looked at the proposals. There is one 
public footpath in the immediate vicinity of the site. Bardon Mill footpath 31 runs in a 
general north westerly direction from the B6318 Military Road and passes to the west 
of the existing and proposed car parking area and The National Trust Visitor Centre. 
This footpath was until very recently obstructed by a stone wall, however NNPA has 
installed a gate on site to re-instate this path before the commencement of the works. 

 
The Access Officer has no objection to the proposals on providing the Public Right of 
Way in the vicinity is protected throughout. This can be accommodated through the 
use of a condition specifying that the planned works must have no effect on accessing 
this route, that no action should be undertaken to disturb the surface of the path, 
obstruct the path or in any way prevent or deter public use of the path without the 
necessary legal diversion or closure order having been made. 

 
4.7 NNPA Conservation Officer: As the car park is immediately adjacent to the WHS 

buffer zone, the Design and Access statement should be supported by drawings/ 
annotated photographs to illustrate that there is considered to be no adverse impact on 
the setting of the World Heritage Site by the extension of the car park. 
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4.8 English Heritage:  The applicant had pre-application discussions with English 

Heritage.  This has allowed many potential issues to be resolved early on.  This was 
welcomed by English Heritage who stated it was to the credit of the applicant. 
However, when consulted on the application itself, English Heritage requested a small 
amount of further supporting information in order to allow definitive advice on direct 
archaeological impacts and setting of the Hadrian's Wall World Heritage Site to be 
assessed. In summary:  

 
1. a description of the amount of ground disturbance, to bolster the submitted section. 
2. a written appraisal of the impact of the work; and 
3. suggested archaeological mitigation  
 
With reference to the setting of the World Heritage Site, English Heritage requested 
the submission of an assessment confirming that no unacceptable setting impact will 
be caused by this development. 

 
 
4.9 Neighbour responses: No comments received. 
 
 
 

5.  Assessment 

5.1 The issues to consider are: 
• Principle; 
• Impact on the Landscape; 
• Archeological Impact and Impact on the setting of the World Heritage Site; 
• Highways and Rights of Way; 
• Conclusion. 

 
 
Principle 

 
5.2 Policy 14 relates to sustaining the local economy and Policy 15 relates to sustainable 

tourism and recreation development. These policies respectively support proposals 
which expand existing businesses which relate to the special qualities of the National 
Park, expand existing tourism uses and maximise opportunities for visitors to increase 
their understanding – providing there is no negative impact on the special qualities. 
The existing car park serves visitors visiting Housesteads or using the car park as a 
base to walk in the National Park. Assessments carried out by the National Park 
Authority demonstrate there is a need for the additional spaces to meet visitor needs. 
Expansion of the car park will help to support the high profile and important 
Housesteads visitor attraction. It is considered that the proposal would have no 
negative impacts on the special qualities of National Park. As such the principle of the 
development is acceptable when considered against Policies 14 and 15 of the Local 
Development Framework Core Strategy and Development Policies. 
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Impact on the Landscape 
 

5.3 The site is currently a grassed verged area which sits in front of the existing car park 
and to the east of Housesteads Information Centre. An existing stone wall runs along 
the boundary of the car park. This is proposed to be moved to the edge of the 
development site to incorporate the new parking spaces. The topography of the site 
slopes down from the highway verge to the existing car park. Excavation of soil is 
required to level the site before application of the tarmac to create a surface. The 
proposed car park will be viewed against the backdrop of the existing car park and the 
information centre. This, in conjunction with the retention and reuse of the existing 
stone wall and the fact the site currently has no current visual or functional purpose 
other as part of the verge, supports a view that the proposal would not have an 
adverse impact on the landscape and is in accordance with Policy 20 of the Local 
Development Framework Core Strategy and Development Policies. 

 
 

Archeological Impact  and Impact on the setting of the World Heritage Site  
 
5.4 The site is within the boundary of the Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site (WHS). The 

application is supported by an Archaeological Evaluation carried out by Archaeological 
Research Services Ltd. Investigations found no archeological finds or features. The 
report stated the site had previously had a substantial amount of disturbance caused 
by landscaping and the construction of the Visitors Centre and Military Road, which 
may account for the lack of archeology. Northumberland National Park Authority 
Archeologist has raised no issues subject to a watching brief being carried out during 
construction. 

 
5.5 English Heritage requested further information regarding the impact on the setting of 

the WHS and specific details of the scheme to assess the impact on potential 
archeology. The applicant has produced documents and evidence in response to the 
request from English Heritage. A response from English Heritage is awaited following 
receipt of the new information. 

 
 The additional information submitted demonstrates and justifies why the decision has 

been made and the thought processes that have gone into the choosing the location. It 
is considered the information is sufficient to demonstrate there will be no significant 
impact on the World Heritage site. 

 
 Highways and Rights of Way 
 
5.6 Vehicular access to the proposed development would be via the existing two 

entrances to the car park onto the Military Road. The Highway Authority have not 
commented with regard to any impact on highway safety and the existing road 
network. It is not considered that there will be an unacceptable highway impact. 

 
5.7 Bardon Mill 31 footpath is within the immediate vicinity of the development site. The 

Authority’s Access Officer has assessed the proposal and raised no objection subject 
to the aforementioned footpath being protected throughout the construction stage. This 
can be managed through use of a planning condition. The proposal is considered to 
accord with Policy 3 of the Local Development Framework Core Strategy and 
Development Policies. 
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 Conclusion 
 
5.8 The existing car park is used by visitors to the National Park, however during peak 

times the existing spaces are not sufficient to meet demand. The proposed 
development would assist in meeting this demand and in supporting a high profile 
tourist attraction. The development is in accordance with Policy 14 and 15 of the Local 
Development Framework Core Strategy and Development Policies. 

 
5.9 The development makes use of an existing unused grassed verge and is viewed 

against the backdrop of the existing information centre and car park. The development 
includes excavation of the site which will reduce the impact on the landscape as the 
level of the car park will be lower than the existing verge. The stone wall will be 
retained which is considered in keeping with the landscape.  

 
5.10 An archeological evaluation has been undertaken which identified no archeological 

interest. The new car park will use existing entrances onto the Military Road. 
 
5.11 Overall it is considered the proposed development is in accordance with the relevant 

polices (1, 3, 14, 15, 18 and 20) of the Local Development Framework Core Strategy 
and Development Policies. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
Grant conditional permission, subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. The development hereby permitted shall begin before the expiration of three 
years from the date of this permission. 

Reason: To ensure that the development is commenced within a reasonable period of 
time from the date of this permission. 

 
 

2. The development hereby permitted shall not be carried out otherwise than in 
complete accordance with the following plan; 

• Proposed Layout received on the 25th October 2012; 

Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the approved 
details in accordance with Policy 3 of the Northumberland National Park 
Authority Local Development Framework Core Strategy and Development 
Policies Document. 

 
 

3. The development hereby approved shall not impact on Bardon Mill footpath 31.  
The planned works must have no effect on accessing this route.  No action 
should be undertaken to disturb the surface of the path, obstruct the path or in 
any way prevent or deter public use of the path without the necessary legal 
diversion or closure order having been made. 

Reason: To ensure accordance with Policy 3 of the Northumberland National Park 
Authority Local Development Framework Core Strategy and Development 
Policies Document. 

 
 

4. No works associated with this development shall commence until the applicant 
(or their agents or successors in title) has secured the implementation of a 
programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of 
investigation submitted by the applicant and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority. 

This shall consist of a watching brief of all intrusive ground works which may 
impact upon archaeological remains within the proposal area. 

Reason: Following the results of a field evaluation (ARS Ltd 2012), the evidence suggests 
that there is low potential for surviving archaeological remains within the site, but 
that a watching brief should be maintained given the overall sensitivity of the 
surrounding area and to record items and finds which may be revealed during 
the work in accordance with Policy 18 of the Northumberland National Park 
Authority Local Development Framework Core Strategy and Development 
Policies Document. 
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Contact Officer: 
For further information contact Jessica Taylor, Planning Officer on 01434 611508 

or e-mail: planning@nnpa.org.uk 
 

Background Papers: 
Planning Application File : 12NP0108 
 
 
 
 

mailto:planning@nnpa.org.uk�
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